
 

Live and Inspired Tour 2019/20  

After overwhelmingly positive feedback of last year, and more than 16,000 students participating, 
we’re delighted to announce a second year of our ‘Live and Inspired Tour’. As part of the 19/20 

Music Education Hub Membership offer, your school can select ONE half-day in-school live music 
experience from the options below. Each of the three tours is scheduled across 5 days offering you 

an option on both dates and AM/PM scheduling.   
 

This series of events is exclusive to SoundStorm and has been commissioned in response to our 
member schools’ feedback. The aim of the input is to widen participation with a simple ambition of 
offering as many students as possible access to a live music experience but with no additional travel 

costs for the school.  

 

Choosing the right event for your school 
 
We have commissioned three distinct offers that extend across three very different genres, cultures 
and instruments. There are some considerations you will need to make before choosing which of the 
three options is right for your students and school. 

Timings 
Once you have chosen your event, consider what would be the best time for the event to happen. 
With an AM or PM option, think about how to get the best out of the experience.  
 
If your school is large (i.e. four or more forms), will every student be able to fit into the hall you are 
planning to use? If not, will that mean you would like the performers to deliver two shorter events 
(perhaps KS1 and KS2?) 
 

Which term?  
We have aimed to schedule the events at a time that we believe avoids key dates such as SATS, end 
of term performances etc. With over 30 schools to schedule, we are operating a first come first 
served policy so don’t hesitate. Once confirmed, it is highly unlikely that we will be able to make a 
change should you discover a timetable clash!  
 

What sort of equipment is needed?  
You will not be required to provide any amps, PA’s or equipment. Access to electricity is all that’s 
required and a suitable space! 
 

Access for the artists  
The timings include access and set-up. It is vital that the school is prepared for the offer and that the 
artists are met and escorted to where they will perform; we appreciate that the hall you may be 
using, could be the one used for lunch. If this is the case, make sure your staff are aware of the 
booking and any assistance in preparing the space for the performance would be very much 
appreciated. Our artists may well be bringing a lot of their own equipment so reserved parking 
nearby is preferred; if this isn’t possible, we ask that you communicate with us about the best access 
for artists to unload their equipment and where they can park in the meantime.  

*All the artists have an Enhanced DBS with no declarations 

 



The Tours  

 

Afghan Fusion with The Chris Woods Groove Orchestra 
Featuring Chris Woods and Ruben Monteiro 
Autumn 1: 30th September – 4th October 2019, AM or PM 

Listen and learn about the traditional music of Afghanistan, and how its elements and instruments 
blend with other styles in this interactive and exciting performance. Bought to you by composer and 
educator Chris Woods and Afghan Rubab player, Ruben Monteiro. 

Chris and Ruben will perform original guitar fusion music as well as exciting examples of traditional 
Afghan music, all performed on explosive acoustic guitar and the inspirational Afghan Rubab. A display 
of virtuosity on both guitar and rubab, blended with interactive elements to the show, offer students 
an insight into the workings of traditional afghan music. 

 

Broadstone Music Series present ‘Hands up for Hand’s on’ 
Spring 2:  3rd – 7th  February 2020, AM or PM  
 
Offering an engaging and interactive performance, this classical quartet of professional orchestral 
players, will be your guide to music through the ages, with the additional opportunity for your students 
to try out and play various instruments, be that the violin, maybe a cello or perhaps one of their special 
guests which could be anything!  

 
 
Coda Music Trust present SVGA  
Summer 2:  8th – 12th June 2020, AM or PM 
 
SVGA, pronounced “sugar”, feature the stunning vocals of Serrah Sillah, a British-born Gambian singer-
songwriter. The band’s guitarist Nick Burton teaches guitar at local music organisation Coda and both 
Serrah and Nick are graduates of the Popular Music Performance course at Southampton Solent 
University. SVGA are making their way in the music business with their contemporary R&B mixing soul, 
hip-hop and pop, their recent showcase at BBC Introducing and invitations to perform at events and 
festivals around the UK, their future looks secured.  

 

 

 

What to do next  
 
1. Choose your First and Second preferences  
 
2. Select TWO dates and times (morning or afternoon) for each artist you choose, making sure you 
state your preferred date (4 dates in total) 
 
3. Email Claire.white@bcpcouncil.gov.uk  who will confirm the request once the scheduling has 
been completed  
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